
A Jewel of Galley Bay Hill Details

PID : 33692

Price : 0 USD

Bedrooms : 6

Sleeps : 12

Baths : 7

Country : Antigua and Barbuda

Region : Antigua

Town : Five Islands Village

Description

Villa Sugar Mill is now the jewel of Galley Bay Hill. Villa Sugar Mill split level design spreads over

10,000 square feet of living and entertaining space. On the higher level the kitchen is laid out over

about 400 sq ft of space boasting its attractiveness and warmth owed to the professional grade

stainless steel appliances. A beautiful and functional island topped in Italian marble and housing a

six burner cook top and double sinks.  Its custom made cabinets are imported from Italy and their

tops are elegantly dressed in Italian marble. Leaving the kitchen you will enter this mill, just as the

sugar did before being squeezed, and in the middle of the room the owner used a mahogany

dining table with 7 Bycast leather chairs to mimic the grinding rollers. On the other side of the

Sugar Mill the living room is simply furnished with two white over sized sofas, placed so that the

view draws the guest to the outside, as the large glass sliding doors give the impression of

continuity from the inside onto the patio and onto the infinity pool right into the bay.  

The oversize vaulted ceiling gives the distinct impression of being out into the open and it is further

enhanced by the overhead sky window bringing the natural light in. 

Sugar Mill's Entertainment room houses a 60" Plasma HDTV Television with state of the art sound

system to ensure an unforgettable entertainment experience while comfortably lounging on a

beautiful large L-shaped orange sofa. Comfort living continues with five bedrooms. The master

bedroom boasts a comfortable king size bed with tasteful all around details added to accentuate

the room and a fabulous walk-in closet. The master bathroom is fitted with a walk-in rain shower, a

king size Jacuzzi style tub, a large bath tub and his and hers vanity. The three other bedrooms are

also very spacious, stylishly furnished and are en-suited. The master bedroom and the three junior

suites are complemented by their own verandas overlooking the inviting Caribbean Sea. The fifth

bedroom is conveniently laid out on the lower level of the villa. It is en-suited with its own bathroom

and is also classily furnished. To top it all, Villa Sugar Mill offers you added privacy and comfort

with its cosy cottage. It is en-suited with its own bathroom, kitchen, living area and private veranda.

The villa offers you an outdoor living room setting warmly furnished with comfortable external

furniture.  The Pool Deck is home to a large professional grade BBQ grill & bar and a dining area

with outdoor dining furniture. At Villa Sugar Mill you will able to choose whether to swim in the

stunning infinity pool, relax in the outdoor Jacuzzi or simply bask under the Caribbean sun on the

comfortable lounge chairs conveniently placed on the pool deck. Villa Sugar Mill's careful lay out

makes it the place to be for ultimate relaxation, comfort and fun.

Rental Conditions

Payment PolicyPlease call for rates & availability to owner.

Property owner

Phone Number : E-mail owner

Prices

Low season : 0   USD

Normal : 0 USD

High season :   0 USD

To see more details please click Internet Villa Holidays.com
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